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BioRχiv (pronounced "bioarchive") is a not-for-profit, electronic preprint service for life scientists offered by
Cold Spring Harbor Laboratory. bioRχiv provides authors with the opportunity to present drafts of scientif-
ic papers that have not yet been published in a peer-reviewed journal. Preprints in all aspects of biological and
biomedical research are invited. There is no charge for submission.  

All scientific manuscripts uploaded to bioRχiv receive a digital object identifier (DOI). They can be read free
of charge.  Manuscripts are not peer-reviewed before appearing on bioRχiv. However, authors will be able to
receive direct comment from readers and may resubmit modified versions of their manuscript. They may also
submit their manuscript to any peer-reviewed journal. 

NOW ACCEPTING MANUSCRIPTS

www.biorxiv.org
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Cold Spring Harbor Monograph Archive

First web availability of the renowned book series from Cold Spring Harbor
Laboratory Press.

The Cold Spring Harbor Monograph Archive is the complete collection of scholarly
monographs published by Cold Spring Harbor Laboratory Press from 1970 to 2009.
The archive’s 59 full-text volumes provide the life science community with definitive
reviews of progress in areas of molecular, cell, and developmental biology, genetics, evolutionary biology,
neuroscience, cancer biology, and molecular pathology. Each text is written and commissioned by foremost
researchers in their particular discipline.

This online archive is an unmatched resource for its breadth of coverage in key topics and provides an
in-depth account of developments as they occurred in numerous fields. It is available online as a complete
collection for one-time purchase (with perpetual access) or on a pay-per-view basis by book chapter.

Available volumes include:

Visit www.cshmonographs.org for complete information

Special discounts available for a limited time—contact us today!

Online Only  $3,000 ISBN 978-0-879699-41-3

• The RNA World

• Translational Control

• Molecular and Cellular Biology of Yeast Saccharomyces

• DNA Replication and Human Disease

• The Molecular Biology of Tumour Viruses

• The Bacteriophage Lambda

• Epigenetic Mechanisms of Gene Regulation 

• Prion Biology and Diseases 

• C. elegans II

• Oncogenes and the Molecular Origins of Cancer

• Transcriptional Regulation

• Telomeres

• The Development of Human Gene Therapy

• Adult Neurogenesis

• The TGF-b Family

• The Skeletal System

• The Dog and Its Genome

• Molecular Biology of Aging
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Cold Spring Harbor Symposia on 
Quantitative Biology
77-Year Online Archive

The double helix, the genetic code, jumping genes, the PCR technique, the human
genome project, RNA interference…these and hundreds of other important

advances in biology were announced, debated, and distilled at the Cold Spring Harbor Symposia. These
meetings, held each year on the tranquil grounds of one of the world’s leading research institutes, have
been notable events in biomedical research since 1933. Centered on a different and timely field of research
each year, the participants in these meetings are hand-picked luminaries and rising stars of their fields. The
contributions recorded in each Symposium volume, along with the accompanying photographs, make a
unique addition to the scholarly history of science in the 20th century and to the emergence of molecular and
cellular biology as the current drivers of all aspects of biomedical research.

Now this essential archive is online and includes the following highly influential volumes: 

A one-time payment brings your institution perpetual access to 77 years of influential and groundbreaking
research from one of the most important research institutions in the world. The online archive dates from
1933 to 2012.

Visit www.cshsymposia.org for complete information.
Special discounts available for a limited time—contact us today!

Online Only  $3,000 ISBN 978-0-879698-60-7

1946: Heredity and Variation in Microorganisms

1953: Viruses

1966: The Genetic Code

1980: Movable Genetic Elements

1987: Evolution of Catalytic Function

1990: The Brain

2003: The Genome of Homo sapiens

2010: Nuclear Organization and Function
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Guide to the Human Genome

By Stewart Scherer

Presenting the genes of the human genome in their biological context, Guide to the Human
Genome is an extensive online resource that provides easy access to information about

human genes and their roles in specific processes. The website text is also available in a
print version. With numerous illustrations and tables, each of the nearly 300 sections of
the Guide describes genes involved in a specific pathway, process, or structure—from
the molecular and cellular levels to developmental and physiological processes. In the online version, these sections
contain links to more information about proteins encoded by over 17,000 known or predicted human genes. For each
protein, basic characteristics about its composition and length, its human relatives and relatedness to proteins in other
species, and direct links to resources at NCBI are included. Additional links to NCBI resources are provided for human
noncoding RNAs and repeated DNA elements and for proteins of interest from other species. The entire text of the
Guide is searchable, and tools are available for identifying human protein sequences using those from other species. The
Guide will be useful to researchers looking to connect sequence data with functional information, and can be used in
parallel with traditional texts in undergraduate and graduate courses to provide a genomics dimension and experience
of identifying genes underpinning processes of interest.

Online access to Guide to the Human Genome:
Purchase individual ($100) or institutional ($400) access to www.humangenome.org through the website.

While the Guide is designed as an online resource, a print only version is also available.
2011, 1,008 pp., illus. (212 b/w), appendix, index
Paperback print edition  $79  £50 ISBN 978-0-879699-44-4

"The Guide is not a textbook, a database, a review article, or a reference
book. By combining aspects of all of them, I hope it is useful to students,
faculty, and researchers." — Stewart Scherer
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